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EBDG-designed Alaska Class Ferries to be built in Ketchikan
Vessels to be largest ever built in Alaska

KETCHIKAN (9/22/14) – Two Alaska Class Ferries, designed by naval architect and marine engineering firm Elliott
Bay Design Group (EBDG), will be built at Vigor Alaska in Ketchikan. The vessels will be the first Alaska Marine
Highway System (AMHS) ferries to be built in Alaska and the largest ever to be constructed within the state.
EBDG worked closely on the ferry project with AMHS and Vigor under the terms of the Employing the
Construction Manager General Contractor (CMGC) contract. Stated EBDG Chief Concept Engineer John
Waterhouse: "EBDG is pleased to have been part of a project where the objectives are aligned between the
designer, owner, and shipyard. We feel this will result in a superior vessel for the state of Alaska and a smooth
construction process."
The 280-feet long ferries will seat up to 300 passengers and carry 53 standard vehicles. Each vessel will feature
bow and stern doors for faster loading and unloading, fully-enclosed car decks, and controllable pitch propellers
to maximize efficiency and maneuverability. The ships' are designed with modified hulls to improve comfort
during rough weather. Construction on the vessels is slated for October 2014 and should be completed in about
four years.
The new ferries represent strong progress toward realizing Alaska's stated goal of growing its economy through
long-term job creation and establishing itself as a world-class maritime center. This commitment is shared by
EBDG, which just one year ago opened an office in Ketchikan and recently hired industry veteran Jeff Kelton as
its Field Liaison Engineer.
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ABOUT ELLIOTT BAY DESIGN GROUP
Elliott Bay Design Group LLC (EBDG) is an employee-owned company with offices in Seattle, New Orleans and
Ketchikan that provides naval architecture, marine engineering and production support services to owners,
operators and shipyards across the country. With a focus on responsiveness, EBDG delivers designs that are
better to build and better to operate.
For more information, please visit www.ebdg.com or follow us
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